Comparison of cephalic and extracephalic montages for transcranial direct current stimulation--a numerical study.
While studies have shown that the application of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) has been beneficial in the stimulation of cortical activity and treatment of neurological disorders in humans, open questions remain regarding the placement of electrodes for optimal targeting of currents for a given functional area. Given the difficulty of obtaining in vivo measurements of current density, modeling of conventional and alternative electrode montages via the finite element method has been utilized to provide insight into tDCS montage performance. It has been shown that extracephalic montages might create larger total current densities in deeper brain regions, specifically in white matter as compared to an equivalent cephalic montage. Extracephalic montages might also create larger average vertical current densities in the primary motor cortex and in the somatosensory cortex.At the same time, the horizontal current density either remains approximately the same or decreases. The metrics used in this paper include either the total local current density through the entire brain volume or the average vertical current density as well as the average horizontal current density for every individual lobe/cortex.